
ABSTRACT
Blockchain is one of the trending technology. It is a secured distributed public digital ledger that is programmed in 
order to record the information and keep it securely, the main purpose is to store the data securely and carry out the 
digital transactions safely. Blockchain technology use cryptography to achieve the security, where the data is encrypted. 
Blockchain is decentralized and distributed, brings the trust in the data, the data are collected in blocks and each block 
is connected with other block which makes it a chain hence it is known as blockchain. The main aim in Blockchain 
technology is to ensure the security to software used in technology, hence the testing phase plays an important role. 
Testing is mainly done to check block size, chain size, load, security, transaction of data, cryptographical data etc. The 
main objective of this paper is to ensure the importance of testing the Blockchain technology and different strategies 
used for testing to increase the security and trust of the technology.
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INTRODUCTION

Blockchain is an incorruptible, immutable digital ledger of 
economic transaction that can be programmed to record 
the values. The Blockchain technology aims in storing the 
data securely especially for online transactions (watanabe 
et al. 2015)and confidentially so no changes can be made 
once when the data is stored. Blockchain technology 
was coined in the year 1991 by two great person stuart 
haber and w. scott stornetta. In 1992 Bayer, haber and 
stornetta started designing Block-chain technology using 
merkle trees which improved the efficiency by collecting 
the data documents into blocks. The Block-chain was first 
implemented in a cryptocurrency Bitcoin, as it was best 
suitable for online transaction and it served as a public 

ledger for all network transaction. The main idea behind 
the Block-chain technology is that data are stored in a 
block and once the data is stored it cannot be edited 
or changed without authorization and these Blocks are 
linked in series like a chain hence the name ‘Blockchain’ 
as shown in the below figure 1.

Figure 1: Blockchain  

A. The features that make Blockchain technology:

It is a decentralized and distributed ledger [2] [3] •	
that can be shared across a large public or peer to 
peer network.
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It ensures the trust in data that is the data is stored •	
is such a way that a ledger record the transaction 
details among the members in a network in an order 
and each transaction record has a time detail and a 
unique cryptographic signature.
Block-chain technology eliminates the intermediaries. •	
for examples there is a transaction of land ownership 
between two people then a middleman such as 
lawyer is between two people who will be a proof 
for maintaining the record details but now on using 
a Blockchain technology no intermediaries required 
itself maintain the proof record. 

In simple words block chain technology is a security 
system to maintain records and for economic transactions, 
it can be explained as if X change the information stored 
in block to y then it is not rewritten instead the change is 
stored in a new block showing that X changed to y with 
date and time, data in Block-chain are stored in blocks 
and each blocks contains three main parts data, hash 
and previous hash. data is the information that must be 
stored securely using Blockchain technology. hash is a 
unique identity to each block it is like a finger print, it is 
the one which is responsible for the security of the blocks 
hash is the address of block (Buterin 2014; subramani 
et al. 2020 ), once the block is created a unique hash is 
calculated if any data in block is modified or changed 
then hash will be automatically updated.

previous hash is one which contain the address of the 
previous block, and it forms the chain if any previous 
hash is updated then the chain is broken that is the 
link is disconnected and hence proof of work is done to 
change the hash. every new block is created by proof of 
work ad block-chain technology is distributed system if 
one person adds the block that it is visible to the whole 
network and everyone in the network can view new 
block. as Blockchain technology has become efficient 
technology it is widely used in industries, for tracking 
the account sessions and maintain the data management 
solutions. hence Blockchain technology has many use 
cases in present years for agriculture and IoT security 
and privacy (dorri et al. 2017).

The different testing strategies like functional testing, 
security testing, smart contracts which is most popularly 
used testing technique and so on. The different tools 
like ethereum, ganache and hyperledger composer is 
used for testing, now as the blockchain technology has 
become very useful and efficient technology it is used 
widely industries and in agriculture which involves food 
safety, supply chain etc.

B. Advantages and Disadvantages: The information and 
transactions are under the user control which is accurate 
and unique. This is the major advantage of the Blockchain 
technology that makes the block-chain technology 
popular. Blockchain does not have any central point 
of failure and has a capability to withstand the attacks 
as it is decentralized and distributed system. Interbank 
transaction can take a day to clear the settlements 
especially on nonworking hours Blockchain transactions 

can reduce days to minutes and processed 24*7.

1.Lower transaction rate: as third party is eliminated in 
the Blockchain technology that reduce the transaction 
fees.

2.High quality data: The data in Blockchain technology 
is accurate, consistent, complete and timely available. 

Blockchain technology is fully towards a decentralized 
network where every user and operators are fixed to 
network.

1. Growing technology: as it is a growing technology 
and it became difficult understand and analyze the 
new technology and the transaction speed is high, the 
verification process and data limit are hard to target.

2. Large energy consumption:  The blockchain testing 
is used in wide applications and the network’s miners 
target trillion solution per second for transaction and 
verifications of data hence it uses the large amount of 
energy hence large energy is consumed which become 
as a disadvantage.

II. Literature Survey: The Blockchain technology is a type 
of data storage where information, transaction details 
and some additional data of validation are stored, the 
application that are based on block-chain technology 
should ensure the data integrity and unique based block-
chain system that are trustworthy, which in case of 
Blockchain oriented software (Bos) is a critical security 
system. The testing process includes some suites (norta 
et al. 2015) they are Block-chain transaction testing, 
to ensure the security during the transactions ii) some 
Traditional testing to securely store the data. There are 
different tools used for testing the Blockchain technology. 
The main characteristic of blockchain technology  
(li et al. 2017) is that first a transaction is requested 
by node, and broadcasted to peer-2-peer network then 
transaction validation is done which involves testing 
and process is known as smart contracts then verified 
and blocks are created and tested, then each blocks are 
verified by block testing and transaction is completed. 
Testing is done in in different phase with input and 
by observing the output and comparing it with the 
expectations. Infosys has issued a while paper that 
“assuring the success in block-chain implementation is 
by engineering quality in verification and validation” 
(http://www.bcs.org/content/conwebdoc/56020  Infosys  
whitepaper).

a Blockchain software project works on blockchain 
technology as a distributed system, the Bitcoin [10] is 
the first efficient and popular cryptocurrency that use 
the blockchain technology. as security in blockchain 
technology is ensured by the cryptography concepts 
and the hash are encrypted so that the security can be 
ensured. To ensure the security of block-chain technology 
then the different technique was introduced, as there are 
some tradition methods for testing, but it is not efficient 
as new technology. This blockchain technology has a 
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wide exposure as it is used in cryptocurrency transaction 
(yuan & wang 2018), and in a real estate business and 
so on, as technology is growing up day by day the new 
tools are emerging for testing purpose to increase the 
efficiency of software testing that implies the efficiency 
of the Blockchain technology. 

III. Proposed Strategies: In the proposed strategies, there is 
a brief description on complete software testing lifecycle 
to test the Blockchain oriented software (Bos) projects 
and testing involved in different Blockchain applications, 
as testing is important in part of the software life cycle, 
testing is important to ensure the quality of application 
and to test the security in the blockchain technology. 
In this paper we are discussing about testing life cycle 
involved in the Bos and different test strategies used for 
testing such as unit testing, functional testing, security 
testing, unit testing and a description about the smart 
contract and the volume of tests, methodology used in 
testing. The different tools used for testing the blockchain 
technology are like ethereum (porru et al. 2007) which is 
most commonly used for security testing, ganache, hyper 
ledger composer etc. as block-chain technology is widely 
used in industries, companies and even for user level, 
this technology is suitable for the large scale system. 
considering one of the case studies “The blockchain 
technology for agriculture” a brief description on food 
safety, potential benefits and different testing involved in 
it is taken as a case study and India is towards launching 
the blockchain technology for agriculture.

IV. Testing Phases: Though Block-chain technology is 
a public ledger that is to provide the security to store 
data and to provide secured online transaction, but to 
the perfect functionality of technology testing must be 
done. Blockchain oriented software testing is a testing 
cycle that is done to synergy between the systems 
and component in involved in that system and it is a 
beneficial to Block-chain oriented engineering (aberdour 
2007). The block-chain technology has a different 
lifecycle for testing the system known as Bos life cycle 
as shown in figure 2, it mainly involves four different 
phases they are.

Phase 1 – In this phase the functional workflow of testing 
is done, and system component is mapped for further 
testing process this is the first phase of testing. 

Phase 2 – This is the second phase in the testing workflow 
here mapping of blocks is done, prepare the use case 
outline and verifying the security of the system and the 
outcome is to prepare the test strategy document.

Phase 3– In third phase testing methodologies are 
prepared and coverages are estimated, tools are tested, 
and automation testing is done, use case mapping is 
done the outcome is that final test strategy and final 
test case are prepared. 

Phase 4– This is the final phase in testing lifecycle 
and here test execution is done, low level verification, 
validation of blocks and smart contracts and transactions 

Figure 2: Test lifecycle 

and in this phase third party interface check is done 
and the outcome is the final report and test results and 
defect report. 

V. Test Strategies For Blockchain: Testing experts test 
the block-chain technology to ensure the perfectness of 
the system and to provide a standard technology to the 
user, as the main aim of Blockchain technology is to 
provide the security so first the system should be tested 
to provide the efficient system, there is a separate team 
to carry out the testing process, some basic testing is 
done to the system like testing each block, testing the 
functionality, performance, security etc.

Block testing is done to test each block with respect 1. 
to the information stored in it, the hash present on 
each block, content of previous hash and so on are 
tested in the block testing as misplacement of hash 
may leads to the breakage of the chain, and one of 
the important challenge is the Block size testing is 
done on block load.                                                             
functional testing is the basic testing in blockchain 2. 
technology it presents the overall function and 
operations in the system and it helps to test the 
business circumstances, effectiveness of the use 
case scenario and different process involved in 
system, functional testing also involves the testing 
of chain size, data transmission, adding of block to 
the chain and the occurrence of defects are more 
in this testing.
unit testing is a fundamental testing and an 3. 
automated testing (cheon & leavens 2002) that is 
specially used by the developers for testing the code 
of the software in block-chain technology and check 
the performance of code at all level of functionality. 
This testing is always done first because the chances 
of occurring bug or defects are less and the defect 
prediction volume is high as it is shown in the 
Table 1.
Integration testing is one of the important testing, 4. 
integration testing is done to check the collaboration 
of the component in the system and cohesive of 
different system and it can be deployed when 
the system is running parallel and to check the 
coordination among the system working together, 
this testing is useful to test when the new block 
is added to the chain hoe it collaborates with the 
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other block.
security testing is a non-functional testing, security 5. 
testing is mainly done to ensure the security of 
the system and to check the attack such as virus, 
malicious etc. security testing is the acknowledged 
problem (Bau et al. 2010) that is the most important 
testing some important aspect in security testing 
are confidentiality, denial of service, availability, 
integrity. security testing becomes important to 
find the identity layer attack which may lead to the 
expose in transaction, this testing is done in some 
different phases to ensure the accuracy, and security 
testing is done to verify the hash of the block, one 
of the latest and efficient testing done for security 
purpose is the smart contracts.
performance testing is a non-functional testing, 6. 
performance testing is done mainly because to test 
the transaction size and number of transaction, the 
testing team also focus on the dependent parameters 
such as network latency, the transaction speed 
at every node, processing speed, system and user 
interface, performance testing is made automated 
to increase the scalability of the blockchain 
technology.

checked when it is satisfied smart contract are evoked. 
for example, if the precondition is transaction to the 
specific ledger then it under goes some condition that 
are robust for validation, as smart contracts are similar 
to the apI interphase, as block-chain is distributed smart 
contact is public functions that can be called by anyone 
who is registered to that block-chain and any external 
web apI cannot be called. once the contract is created it 
cannot be changed, if any defect is found in prediction 
then new contract must be created, if new is created 
then previous data has to be reinitialized, even update 
is not efficient hence smart contract has to be handled 
carefully (wöhrer & Zdun 2018).  

B.Comparison of different testing: The below figure 3 
shows the comparison of different testing with defect 
analysis as series1 represents the defects introduced 
in this phase (defects taken for testing) and series2 
represents the defects found in this phase (actual defects).   
It is found that in unit testing the defect taken to test is 
more, and the actual defects are less but in other testing 
the defect introduced is less and actual defect are more as 
represented in below graph figure 3. To find the accurate 
defects in each testing we use different prediction metrics 
like precision, recall and accuracy, these metrics uses 
different factors like Tp (true positive), fp (false positive), 
Tn (true negative), fn (false negative) (fawcett 2016). By 
using these factors we can get the precision as shown 
in equation(1), where precision gives the quality of the 
system upon errors, we can find the recall which is 
calculated as true positive with true positive and false 
negative as shown in equation (2) and it gives defect in 
the system, then we find the accuracy which is calculated 
as true positive and true negative with all the total entity 
like true positive, true negative, false positive, false 
negative as shown in equation (3) and it is used to find 
the accuracy of the system. 

precision=Tp / (Tp+fp) (1)
   
recall=Tp / (Tp+fn) (2)
accuracy= (Tp+Tn)/ (Tp+Tn+fp+fn) (3)

Testing levels Volume of 
 Test data (%)

unit Testing 30
Integration Testing 12
system Testing 15
functional Testing 10

Table 1. Testing Levels with Volume of tests  

each testing can be represented in the levels based on 
the volume of testing for defects, in order it is shown in 
Table 1, the first is the unit testing it is the fundamental 
testing that is used to test the coding part which is the 
fundamental part and the detection of defects are less but 
expectations are more when compared to other testing 
and next comes the system testing next Integration 
testing which is the testing which gets the less defects 
and next is the functional testing which is fundamental 
testing where the chances of defect occurrences is 
more. 

A.Smart contracts: smart contracts are one of the 
fundamental validation technology that is within the 
block-chain technology, the main aim if smart contract 
is to provide the security and reduce the transaction 
rate when compared to other traditional model, some 
features that make smart contract unique is (savelyev 
2017) software implementation, increased certainty, 
self-performance.

smart contracts are nothing a set of rules that are in the 
form of programmable format, that are evoked themselves 
when conditions are met. when smart contracts are 
introduced to block-chain then it is give an address 
and contract is notified by its address and condition is 

Figure 3: Comparison of testing 
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using these methods, the defect prediction is done, and 
different testing is done using this prediction methods as 
different testing is carried out for different purpose, but 
each testing has its own role in testing phase, the different 
volume of data is collected for different testing.

VI. Tools Used For Block-Chain Testing: Blockchain is a 
distributed peer-to-peer and client server model (lewis 
2016)hence testing is a necessary, Testing is mainly done 
to increase the performance of system and to check the 
defects or bugs in the system, to test a system there are 
different testing technique and to do testing there are 
different tools example ethereum, ganache, hyperledger 
composer.

ethereum is one of the flexible tool to build a block-1. 
chain app, it is the combination of both development 
and testing tool, where the state of system is mapped 
between address and account state (wood 2018), 
it supports all type of computations including the 
loops, ethereum tester is reliable for functional 
testing, security testing, smart contracts and other 
block-chain testing. 
ganache is also a reliable tool used to test the 2. 
ethereum contracts, it creates a reliable block-chain 
that allow user to use multiple accounts for testing, 
ganache is used in collaboration with the ethereum 
for the security purpose, ganache set up to 10 default 
ethereum address with each primary key and load 
them in the initial phase, ganache is mainly used 
in private Block-chain.
hyperledger composer is a tool for testing, and is 3. 
an open source with collaborative effort that is used 
in usage of industrial Blockchain technology, it was 
introduced by linux foundation but it lacks most 
of block-chain testing features, hence it is useful 
to test the app before it is being launched, this tool 
is mainly useful in interactive and automated unit 
testing.

Case study for Block-chain: considering a case study ‘The 
Blockchain technology for agriculture and food chain 
supply’ agriculture is the backbone of the country, many 
families in our country are dependent on agriculture so 
to provide a required provisions and requirements for 
agriculture and formers. The essence of Block-chain in 
agriculture is to maintain the data management solution 
(patil et al. 2017). Blockchain technology is used in the 
agriculture in the fields of food safety, food security, 
potential benefit and former support, in brief it can be 
described as.

food safety is one of the important feature in agriculture 
and where the food has to be safely preserved for the 
usage, here the block-chain technology can be used to 
store the documents of food grown and proper usage of 
pesticides everything can be stored to follow the rules 
in this model security testing place an important role it 
should be done correctly. 

food security is also one of the important issue as crops 
grown are lost due to smuggling and there is no proper 

guide so again block-chain technology should be used to 
maintain the record of crops grown. potential benefits is 
one which is in consider with former, now a days formers 
are not getting proper benefit, government has declared 
many facilities but it is not reaching to formers so to 
solve this problem there should be direct transaction 
between government and former, and government should 
set a proper market price to grown food and maintain the 
record which helps the former to keep record.

former support it is a common problem in villages that 
are faced by the formers, there is no proper support and 
guidance for the formers as government is providing 
many facilities to the former and agriculture by they 
are not aware of it due to improper communication 
and improper documentation, hence block-chain 
technology solves this problem to maintain the record 
that information is reached to formers and they have 
replied to it and make the whole system digitalize. 

CONCLUSION

To ensure the efficiency of the Blockchain technology, the 
software inside the technology should work efficiently 
and should be tested hence testing is also important 
aspect, and Bos phases of testing are specified above 
and every testing here involves this process, and 
different testing technique used for testing and tools 
used for testing, smart contract which is the efficient 
and unique way of testing block-chain which is widely 
used in industries and smart contract has a great features, 
when compared to overall testing smart contract is used 
widely,  the comparison of testing with defect introduced 
to defect found are estimated in graph, the main purpose 
of block-chain is to provide the safe transaction hence 
it has a wide application now in India there is a plan 
to incorporate it into agriculture sector, hence we 
can conclude that testing is an important strategy to 
Blockchain technology to make it efficient. 
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